Bodyweight Optimization 101
4 Week Bodyweight Optimization Program. This workout program is designed to develop and
optimize one's Strength, Power, Mobility, Balance, Coordination, Recovery, and Mindset, with
bodyweight and breathing exercises.
This program consists of:
● Private links to: 4 Bodyweight Workouts Videos
● Private links to: 4 Decompression Workouts Videos
● Private links to: 3 Breathing Exercise Videos
● E-Book Manual ( 4 Week Schedule, Exercises, Cues)
● Access to Coach Danny Cola via Instagram @dannycolafitness
Links to all work outs and breathing exercises can be found in the calendar below.
Work Out 1 | Strength and Balance | Full Body, Bodyweight workout that will develop full body
Strength and Balance. 8 Exercises, each exercise will be performed for 3 Rounds | 50 Seconds
|15 seconds REST
Work Out 2 | Power Up | Full Body, Bodyweight workout that will develop total body power and
explosiveness. 8 exercises, each exercise will be performed for, 3 Rounds | 50 Seconds |15
seconds REST
Work Out 3 | Ground and Pound | Full Body, Bodyweight workout that will be a combination of
explosive movements standing tall, and on the ground. 8 exercises, each exercise will be
performed for 3 Rounds | 50 Seconds | |15 seconds REST
Work Out 4 | Strength and Power | Full Body, Bodyweight workout that develops full body
strength, power, and explosion. 8 Exercises, Each exercise will be performed for 3 Rounds | 50
Seconds |15 seconds REST
Decompression Workouts | Decompression workouts are meant to be active rest days; a full
body, cool down, dynamic stretching, and recovery work out. These workouts will improve joint
mobility, flexibility, and muscle tissue durability. Each exercise will be performed for 2 Rounds |
50 Seconds.
Breathing Exercises | are designed to teach the athlete awareness of the breath. These
techniques take the central nervous system into a much calmer place. A calm state of being is
essential and highly beneficial for the kicking athlete, as they must perform in high pressure
settings on a regular basis. The calmer, the athlete is, the more likely they are to stay in the
present moment, focused, and able to execute during high pressure situations. Each breathing
exercise is to be performed for 1-5 minutes.
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Pacing During Workouts (Only for WORKOUTS, Not Decompression)
Beginner: Slow Pace, Emphasize FORM 10-15 Reps each exercise(in :50 Second time)
Advanced: Moderate Pace, Emphasize FORM
15-25 Reps each exercise (in :50 Second time)

4 Week Workout Schedule
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Week 1

Work Out 1

Decompression 1
&
Breathing 1

Work Out 2

Decompression 2
&
Breathing 2

Breathing 3

Week 2

Work Out 3

Decompression 3
&
Breathing 1

Work Out 4

Decompression 4
&
Breathing 2

Breathing 3

Week 3

Work Out 1
&
Work Out 2

Decompression 1
&
Breathing 1

Work Out 3
&
Work Out 4

Decompression 2
&
Breathing 2

Decompression 3
&
Breathing 3

Week 4

Work Out 1
&
Decompression 1

Work Out 2
&
Decompression 2
&
Breathing 1

Work Out 3
&
Decompression 3
&
Breathing 2

Work Out 4
&
Decompression 4
&
Breathing 3

Rest

Work Out 1 | Strength and Balance
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3 Rounds | :50 Seconds On
:15 Seconds Rest
1. Power Squat: Quads, Glutes, Hamstrings, Core.

Cues: Keep your feet hip width apart and connected to the ground,your chest tall, inhale
down,, weight in your heels, knees in line with your toes. Exhale up, engage your quads,
glutes, and keep your core engaged(pull belly button to spine), finish in a tall position.
2. Hip Hinge: Hamstrings, Lower Back, Core

Cues: Keep your feet hip width apart and connected to the ground, Chest Up, Head in
line with your neck and spine. Inhale, Hinge forward, keeping your knees soft, feeling the
hamstrings fire. Exhale, on the way up, engage your quads, glutes, and keep core
engaged(pull belly button to spine), finish in a tall position, tuck chin to chest.

3. Rev Lunge Knee Driver Right: Quads, Glutes Hamstrings, Core, Power
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Cues: Keep your chest open,and posture tall, Start with your LEFT foot forward, in
Inhale, step back with your RIGHT foot(High Heel, Toe into Ground), Exhale, Driving the
RIGHT knee up, engaging your core(pull belly button to spine).

4. Rev Lunge Knee Driver Left: Quads, Glutes Hamstrings, Core, Power

Cues: Keep your chest open,and posture tall, Start with your LEFT foot forward, Inhale,
step back with your RIGHT foot(High Heel, Toe into Ground), Exhale, Driving the RIGHT
knee up, engaging your core(pull belly button to spine).
5. Single Leg RDL Knee Driver Right: Hamstring, Glutes, Lower back, Core, Power, and
Balance.

Cues: Keep your chest open, and posture tall, start with your LEFT foot planted into the
ground, keep your knee soft, as you inhale down into a single leg hip hinge(feel the
hamstring engage,Kick your RIGHT leg back, and keep balance as best as possible.
exhale up,to a tall position, driving the RIGHT knee up, engaging the core.
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6. Single Leg RDL Knee Driver Left: Hamstring, Glutes, Lower back, Core, Power, and
Balance.
Cues: Keep your chest open, and posture tall, start with your RIGHT foot planted into
the ground, keep your knee soft, as you inhale down into a single leg hip hinge(feel the

hamstring engage, Kick your RIGHT leg back, and keep balance as best as possible.
Exhale up to a tall position, driving the LEFT knee up, engaging the core.
7. Loaded Beast Push Up: Quads, Core, Chest, Arms, Power and Balance

Cues: Start in a plank position, hands shoulder width apart, head in line with neck and
spine. Inhale into a loaded beast position, hips to heels, exhale forward, engaging the
quads, and abdominals, inhale down into a push up, elbows 90 degrees, exhale on the
way up, engaging chest muscles.
8. Supermans: Back, Glutes, Hamstrings

Cues: Start in a prone position, lying on your belly, with your arms extended in front of
you, Exhale as you simultaneously bring up your arms, and extend your hips. Engaged,
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lower back, glutes, and hamstrings. Keep your eyes forward, head in line with your neck,
and spine.
Decompression 1| Objective: Rest, Recover, Stretch, Breathe
2 Rounds | :50 seconds ON
:15 seconds REST
1. Child's Pose, Spine Wave, Cobra
2 Rounds | :50 seconds ON
:15 seconds REST

Cues: Start in childs pose, hips to heels, connect your hands to ground and
press. Spine wave, keep your chin to your chest, bringing up your upper back,
as your hips hit the ground, open up with chest, and head, stretching lower back
and abdominals. Tuck your chin to your chest, raise your upper back as you
return back to a child's pose.
2. Low Lunge Rotation Right
Cues: Start with your RIGHT leg forward and LEFT leg back. Keep your LEFT

hand down, open your chest and rotate to your RIGHT. Eyes on finger tips.
3. Low Lunge Rotation Left
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Cues: Start with your LEFT leg forward and RIGHT leg back. Keep your RIGHT
hand down, open your chest and rotate to your LEFT. Eyes on finger tips.
4.

Alternating Knee Drive Fold Over:
Cues: Start lying down, bring in your LEFT Knee up, Pull and hold knee over the
midline with your RIGHT HAND. Stretching out your lower back(hold for 3
seconds). Bring left leg back to center.

Bring in your RIGHT Knee up, Pull and hold your knee over the midline with your
LEFT HAND. Stretching out your lower back(hold for 3 seconds). Bring RIGHT

leg back to center. Bring in your RIGHT Knee up, Pull and hold your knee over
the midline with your LEFT HAND. Stretching out your lower back(hold for 3
seconds). Bring RIGHT leg back to center.
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5. Cat/Cow:

Cues: Start in a table top position, shoulders in line with wrists, hips in line with
knees. Inhale, chin to chest round your upper back up. Exhale, drop the lower
back, and open up your chest.
Work Out 2 | Power Up
3 Rounds | :50 Seconds ON
:15 Seconds REST
1. Power Squat Jumps: Quads, Glutes, Hamstrings, Core, Power.

Cues: Keep your feet hip width apart and connected to the ground, inhale down,
keeping your chest tall, butt back, knees in line with your toes. Exhale Jump up, engage
your quads, glutes, land softly, toe to heel.
2. Lateral Lunge Knee Driver R: Glutes, Hamstring, Inner Thigh, Core, Power

Cues: Keep your chest open,and posture tall, Inhale step your RIGHT foot
sideways,knee inline with the toe, keep your LEFT leg and foot straight( feel the inner
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thigh engage). Exhale, Driving the RIGHT knee up, engaging your core(pull belly button
to spine).
3. Lateral Lunge Knee Driver Left: Glutes, Hamstring, Inner Thigh, Core, Power.

Cues: Keep your chest open,and posture tall, Inhale step your LEFT foot sideways,knee
inline with the toe, keep your RIGHT leg and foot straight( feel the inner thigh engage).
Exhale, Driving the LEFT knee up, engaging your core(pull belly button to spine).
4. Forward Lunge Rotation Right: Quads, Glutes, Hamstrings, Trunk Rotators

Cues: Start with your chest open, and tall posture, Inhale, Step RIGHT foot forward,
knee inline with toe, rotate towards RIGHT leg. Exhale, step up to center.

5. Forward Lunge Rotation L: Quads, Glutes, Hamstrings, Trunk Rotators

Cues: Start with your chest open, and tall posture, Inhale, Step LEFT foot forward, knee
inline with toe, rotate towards LEFT leg. Exhale, step up to center.
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6. Glute Bridge Leg Lift Right: Hamstrings, Glutes, Core, Balance

Cues: Start, on your back, LEFT foot flat, LEFT knee bent. Exhale,flex the RIGHT leg
up, thrust hips to the sky, engage hamstrings and glutes, keep core engaged, (belly
button to spine) Bring the Right leg back down, repeat.
7. Glute Bridge Leg Lift Left: Hamstrings, Glutes, Core, Balance

Cues: Start, on your back, RIGHT foot flat, RIGHT knee bent. Exhale, LEFT leg flex,
Exhale thrust hips up, engage hamstrings and glutes, keep core engaged, (belly button
to spine)

Alternating Lateral Kick Through: Core, Coordination, Trunk Rotators

Cues: Start in table top, shoulders in line with wrists, hips in line with knees. Exhale,
Step LEFT foot flat, kick RIGHT leg through, LEFT elbow high. Inhale back to table top.
Exhale, step RIGHT foot flat, kick LEFT leg through, RIGHT elbow high. Repeat.
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Decompression 2 | Objective: Rest, Recover, Stretch, Breathe
2 Rounds | :50 seconds ON
:15 seconds REST
1. Child's Pose Right
Cues: Sit in childs pose, hips to heels, reach RIGHT arm over, feeling the stretch in your
RIGHT LAT, and Shoulder. (hold 3 seconds) Bring your hands back to center. Repeat

2. Child's Pose Left
Cues: Sit in childs pose, hips to heels, reach LEFT arm over, feeling the stretch in your
LEFT LAT, and Shoulder (hold 3 seconds) Bring your hands back to center. Repeat

3. Crescent Lunge Rotation Right
Cues: Start kneeling on your LEFT knee, with RIGHT leg forward, 90 degree position.
Exhale, lean forward stretching out LEFT hip, Inhale center, Exhale rotate to the RIGHT
and reach arms.

4. Crescent Lunge Rotation Left
Cues: Start kneeling on your RIGHT knee, with LEFT leg forward, 90 degree position.
Exhale, lean forward stretching out RIGHT hip, Inhale center, Exhale rotate to the LEFT
and reach arms.
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5. Alternating Scorpions
Cues: Start on your belly, with arms out to your side. Exhale, bring your RIGHT foot to
LEFT hand, turn head to left. Inhale back to center, Exhale, bring your LEFT foot to
RIGHT hand, turn your head to RIGHT.

6. Down Dog to Cobra
Cues: Hips in the air, Hands flat, ears to biceps, heels to the ground, stretching the
hamstrings, brings hips down, chest up, stretching abdominals and lower back.

3 Rounds | :50 Seconds ON
:15 Seconds REST
1. Sumo Squat: Glutes, Hamstrings, Quads, Inner Thigh
Cues: Start with your feet a little bit wider than hip width apart, toes on a 45 degree
angle. Chest open, tall posture, inhale down, engaging the inner thighs, Exhale up,
engaging glutes, and core ( belly button to spine)
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2. Alternating Loaded Beast to Low Lunge: Quads, Glutes, Hamstring, Hip mobility,
Power, Coordination.

Cues: Start in plank position, head, neck, in line with spine, inhale to child's pose, hips to
heels, exhale, RIGHT foot forward into low lunge, RIGHT Elbow high, keep eyes
forward. Inhale back to loaded beast, hips to heel, exhale LEFT foot to low lunge, LEFT
Elbow high. Keep eyes forward.
3. Hip Hinge and Reach: Hamstrings, Glutes, Lower back, Shoulder Mobility, Flexibility.
Power.

Cues: Keep your feet hip width apart and connected to the ground, Chest Up, Head in
line with your neck and spine. Inhale, Hinge forward, keeping your knees soft, feeling the
hamstrings fire, reaching your arms out, biceps to ears. Exhale, on the way up, engage
your quads, glutes, and keep core engaged(pull belly button to spine), finish in a tall
position, tuck chin to chest.
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4. Alternating Tripods: Glutes, Hamstring, Shoulder Mobility, Hip Mobility, Power,
Balance, Coordination.

Cues:Start in a seated position, on your tailbone, feet flat, hip width apart, planr your
RIGHT behind you, wrist in line with shoulder, drive hips up, engaging glutes and
abdomen, neck in line with head and spine. Drop tailbone back down, switch hands.
LEFT hand planted into the ground, wrist in line with shoulder, Exhale driving the hips
up, engaging glutes and abdomen Head in line with neck and spine.
5. Alternating Jump Lunges: Quads, Hamstrings, Glutes, Power

Cues: Start with your chest open, and posture tall, Inhale, as you drop to a lunge
position, keep your knee inline with your toe, Exhale, as you jump, and switch your foot
positioning, drop back into a lunge position. Keep your upper body in line with the hip
and knee( As shown in the RED border photo above.)
6. Push Up Plank Rotation: Chest, Arms, Shoulders, Trunk Rotators, Balance

Cues: Start in plank position, head in line with neck and spine, eyes looking 6 inches in
front of you, hands planted into the ground, a little bit further than shoulder width apart,
inhale down, bend elbows 90 degrees, exhale up and rotate to RIGHT arm to sky, eyes
at fingertips. Inale back down into a push up, exhale up and rotate LEFT arm to sky,
eyes on finger tips.
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7. Alternating Lateral Lunge Glutes, Hamstring, Inner Thigh, Power, Coordination.

Cues: Keep your chest open,and posture tall. Inhale, step your LEFT foot laterally, keep
your knee inline with the toe, keep your RIGHT leg and foot straight (feel the inner thigh
engage). Exhale, step center, inhale, step your RIGHT foot laterally, knee in line with the
toe, keep your LEFT leg and foot straight( feel the inner thigh engage). Exhale, step
center.
8. Alternating Lateral Hops Lower Body Power and Coordination.

Cues: Start standing on your left leg, exhale drive your right knee up and over, inhale
and land softly on your right foot, in rhythm, exhale drive left knee up and over.
Decompression 3 | Objective: Rest, Recover, Stretch, Breathe
2 Rounds | :50 seconds ON
: 15 seconds REST
1. Alternating Shin Box and Reach
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Cues: Start seated on your tailbone, feet flat, hip width apart, drop LEFT knee to RIGHT
toe, Inhale, plant your RIGHT hand down behind you, wrist in line with shoulder, Exhale,
reach LEFT arm high and behind as you pop hips forward, stretching hips, glutes, upper
body. Come back to center.

Drop RIGHT knee to LEFT toe,Inhale, plant your LEFT hand down behind you, wrist in
line with shoulder, Exhale, reach RIGHT arm high and behind as you pop hips forward,
stretching hips, glutes, upper body. Drop your hips, inhale knees back into starting
position.
2. Pidgeon Right

Cues: Inhale, bring you RIGHT leg forward, Stretching RIGHT GLUTE, LEFT leg back
stretching Left HIP, forearms down. Exhale up to hands, open chest, hold for 3 seconds.
Inhale back down to forearms.
3. Pidgeon Left

Cues: Inhale, bring you LEFT leg forward, Stretching LEFT GLUTE, RIGHT leg back
stretching RIGHT hip, forearms down. Exhale up to hands, open chest, hold for 3
seconds. Inhale back down to forearms.
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4. Kneeling Gunslinger to Chest Opener

Cues: Start in kneeling position, inhale, chin to chest, round upper back, reach arms
forward, stretching upper back. Exhale, open up chest and head, reach arms back
stretching the chest.

5. Alternating Thread the Needle

Cues: Start in tabletop position, wrists in line with shoulder, hips in line with knees.
Inhale rotate RIGHT elbow high, exhale thread RIGHT arm through, rest on head and
shoulder, hold for 3 seconds, then back to table top. Inhale rotate LEFT elbow high,
exhale thread LEFT arm through, rest on head and shoulder, hold for 3 seconds, then
back to table top.

6. Alternating Kneeling Tripod

Cues: Start in kneeling position, inhale plant RIGHT hand into ground, exhale drive hips
forward stretching hips, and reach LEFT arm back stretching out the upper body. Inhale
plant LEFT hand into ground, exhale drive hips forward stretching hips, and reach
RIGHT arm back stretching out the upper body.
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Work Out 4 | Strength and Power
3 Rounds | :50 Seconds ON
:15 Seconds REST
1. Power Squat/Jump Squat Quads, Glutes, Hamstrings, Power

Cues: During the Power Squat, Keep your feet hip width apart and connected to the
ground, inhale down, keeping your chest tall, butt back, knees in line with your toes.
Exhale up, engage your quads, glutes, and keep your core engaged(pull belly button to
spine), finish in a tall position.
During the Jump Squat, Keep your feet hip width apart and connected to the ground,
inhale down, keeping your chest tall, butt back, knees in line with your toes. Exhale
Jump up, engage your quads, glutes, land softly, toe to heel.

2. Split Stance RDL/ Jump R Quads, Glutes, Hamstrings, Power

Cues: Start in a split stance with your RIGHT foot forward and your LEFT foot high heel,
behind you, 5 inches. Inhale down, keeping your chest up, head in line with neck and
spine. Exhale, jump up, engaging quads and abdominals. Inhale down, landing softly toe
to heel.
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3. Split Stance RDL/ Jump L Quads, Glutes, Hamstrings, Power

Cues: Start in a split stance with your LEFT foot forward and your RIGHT foot, high
heel, behind you, 5 inches. Inhale down, keeping your chest up, head in line with neck
and spine. Exhale, jump up, engaging quads and abdominals. Inhale down, landing
softly toe to heel.
4. Lateral Lunge to Rotational Lunge R Glutes, Hamstrings, Inner Thigh, Power,
Coordination, Trunk Rotators.

Cues: Inhale, step laterally to your LEFT, knee in knee inline with toe, keeping your
RIGHT leg and foot straight. Exhale, rotate internally to LEFT into a lunge. Knee inline
with toes, back heel high.
5. Lateral Lunge to Rotational Lunge L Glutes, Hamstrings, Inner Thigh, Power,
Coordination, Trunk Rotators

Cues: Inhale, step to your RIGHT, knee inline with toe, keeping your LEFT leg and foot
straight. Exhale, as you internally rotate to the RIGHT into a lunge. Knee inline with
toes, back heel high.
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6. Walking Push Up to Toe Tap Chest, Shoulders, Core, Coordination

Cues: Start in plank position, head in line with neck and spine, eyes looking 6 inches in
front of you, hands planted into the ground, a little bit further than shoulder width apart,
inhale down, bend elbows 90 degrees, exhale up walk butt into air, reaching back for
RIGHT toe, Inhale, walk back to push up. Exhale, up walk butt back into air, reaching
back for LEFT toe.
7. Crunch To Bridge Core, Glutes, Hamstrings, Lower Back

Cues: Start lying on your back, feet flat, knees bent, hands behind your head for light
support.( DO NOT PULL ON YOUR HEAD) Exale, crunch forward, engaging
abdominals. Inhale back down, exhale to bridge, drive hips up, engaging glutes, and
abdominals.
8. Bear Squats Quads, Hamstrings, Shoulders, Core

Cues: Start in plank position, Inhale back to loaded beast, drop your hips back to your
heels, exhale, flex quads, drive hips to sky, keep your toes HIGH.
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Decompression 4| Objective: Rest, Recover, Stretch, Breathe
2 Rounds | :50 seconds ON
: 15 seconds REST
1. Child's Pose to Rotational Cobra

Cues: Start in childs pose, hips to heels, connect your hands to ground and press. As
you bring your hips forward, drop hips to LEFT, open up chest, stretching lower back
and abdominals, Inhale and return back to a child's pose.
Exhale, as you bring your hips forward, drop hips to the RIGHT, open up with chest, and
head, stretching lower back and abdominals, Inhale and return back to a child's pose.
2. Kneeling Gunslinger to Chest Opener Right

Cues: Start kneeling on your RIGHT knee stretching out your LEFT hip. Inhale, tuck chin
to chest, and round your upper back, and reach your arms forward. Exhale, open up
your chest, connect hands behind you, open chest, and pull shoulders down.
3. Kneeling Gunslinger to Chest Opener Left
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Cues: Start kneeling on your LEFT knee stretching out your RIGHT hip. Inhale, tuck chin
to chest, and round your upper back, and reach your arms forward. Exhale, open up
your chest, connect hands behind you, open chest, and pull shoulders down.

4. Alternating Chest Stretch

Cues: Start at the table top, and bring your hands 4 inches outside your
shoulders.Inhale, drop your RIGHT shoulder, straighten your RIGHT arm stretching your
chest,shoulder, and lower back turn your head LEFT. Exhale, Bring yourself back center.
Inale drop your LEFT shoulder, straighten your LEFT arm, stretching your
chest,shoulder, and lower back. turn your head to RIGHT.

Breathing Exercise 1
Set your timer for 1 minute - 5 minutes:
SIt upright, hands and feet in a comfortable position.
1. Box Breathing
a.Inhale 4 seconds (Follow breath from belly to forehead)
b.Hold breath 4 seconds (at your forehead)
c.Exhale 4 seconds(Follow breath from forehead back down to belly)
d.Hold breath 4 seconds (at your belly)
Goal: Practice Box Breathing 1-5 mins
Breathing Exercise 2
Set your timer for 1 minute - 5 minutes:
Lay on your back, in Shavasana.
1. Nose Breathing
a. Inhale through nose 6 seconds
b. Exhale through nose 6 seconds
Goal: Practice Nose Breathing 1-5 mins
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Breathing Exercise 3
Set your timer for 1 minute - 5 minutes:
1. Visualization Breathing
a. Sit upright, or lay down on your back
b. Normal breathing (inhale through nose exhale through mouth)
c. Visualize the entire field goal or punt process
d. Connect to the positive emotion of success.(making the kick, or booming punt)
Goal: Practice Visualization Breathing for 1-5 minutes
About Danny Cola:
Since 2007, I have been training, educating, coaching clients, athletes, and students
from all walks of life, with a wide range of optimization and performance goals.Throughout my
years as an educator, I’ve become passionate about all aspects of wellness and how it impacts
performance and states of being, on many levels. In 2017, I started The Danny Cola Podcast
where I document my journey of long form conversations with other high end coaches and
professionals from all around the globe, discussing how to connect to higher levels of potential,
purpose, and fulfillment.
Education and Certifications:
● National Personal Training Institute 07’
● BA Concordia University Chicago Physical Education/Health Education 13’
● ONNIT Kettlebell Specialist ‘18
● ONNIT Steel Mace Specialist ‘18
● Viking Ninja Steel Mace Certified ‘18
For more information check out:
Instagram @dannycolafitness
Subscribe to the podcast | The Danny Cola Podcast
Spotify |https://open.spotify.com/show/2j2rZN4bKDUqSo5W4DqIQt
iTunes | https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-danny-cola-podcast/id1279035544
SoundCloud | https://soundcloud.com/dannycolapodcast
Subscribe to the YouTube Channel | |Danny Cola TV
Visit my website | www.dannycolafitness.com

Thank you for your purchase,
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Email: dannycolafitness@gmail.com
Phone:847.347.4398
@dannycolafitness
@thekickingathlete

-Bruce Lee
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